Call Meeting to order: 5:20 PM

Allocation Request:

Amos recommended we keep the allocation the same as last year's due to lack of clams, and if there was a change it should be to limit licenses.

Gary and Chip agree. Gary recommended to keep everything the same as 2013 to lessen confusion in the community.

Jessie made a motion to keep the allocation the same as 2013
2nd- Chip Corson
Vote- All in favor

Other Business:

Discussion of another closure from Belesca'a wharf to Wilson's or Haskell's.

Amos made a motion to request keeping Indian Island Cove (the Hook) closed for another 2 years, and to close the backshore from Belesca's wharf to Haskell's.
2nd- Chip
Vote- All in favor

Jessie made a motion to adjourn the meeting
2nd- Amos
Vote- All in favor

Meeting adjourn at 5:32 PM